The structural modification of Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 TiO 3 (BST) nanocatalyst was successfully synthesized via sol-gel process. The BST catalyst was modified by A-site (A-BST), A-B-site (A-B-BST), and B-site (B-BST) in order to investigate the effect of structurally modified BST catalyst for photocatalytic decolorization of methylene blue. The structurally modified BST catalysts can increase the nonradiation energy such as phonon energy compared to that of BST one. The partial incorporation of the A-BST catalyst was evidenced by the higher-ordered structure by increasing number of Ti 4+ ions and the lattice oxygen. The A-B-BST and A-BST catalysts were given more electron-transfer in the TiO 6 than that of BST and B-BST catalysts, respectively. The A-B-BST catalyst promoted the oxidation of the lattice oxygen by holes capturing to form the chemisorbed oxygen, presenting the highest photobleaching activity of methylene blue. On the other hand, more oxygen vacancies recombination of BST catalyst compared to that of structurally modified BST catalysts presented the reduction of photocatalytic activity.
Introduction
Perovskite-oxides have been extensively studied due to their excellence in electrical [1] and optical properties [2, 3] . Recently, perovskite-oxides have attracted great interest in their use as nanocatalysts in the photocatalytic decolorization of methylene blue applications such as BaTiO 3 [4] , SrTiO 3 [4, 5] , CaTiO 3 [4, 6, 7] , and Ba 1− Sr TiO 3 [8] .
Both lighting and catalysis are especially for photoreactions. The electron-hole pairs are generated by light absorption which forms the catalytically active species. The partial electron-hole can be recombined, causing the defect chemistry, that is, V O and V Ti . The photogenerated charge carriers can easily reach the surface before their recombination. The electron can be absorbed and reacted with oxygen molecule by reduction process in conduction band, while the hole can be oxidized with water and the other products via the oxidation process in valence band. Recently, the optical property such as photoluminescence (PL) has attentively demonstrated defect structures of perovskite [9] [10] [11] [12] . Moreover, PL spectra can also determine a possible mechanism of radiative transition within band gap energy [13, 14] . In our previous work, we reported the representative metal-doped BST powders [13] . The balance of vacancy sites was created in crystalline by charge compensation process leading to electron charge neutrality. The electron-transfer in the TiO 6 is observed in violet emissions. Moreover, the recombination process is involved by oxygen vacancies [V O ] resulting in charge compensation process which appeared in green emissions. It is well known that the point defects, charge transfer, metal-doping, impurity, and/or oxygen activity play the essential roles in photocatalytic process [15] . Generally, the predominant charge compensation process for acceptortype dopants created the oxygen vacancies, thus changing the electronic structure. In order to well understand the point defects and the electronic structure of the structurally modified BST catalysts, this work aims to study the importance of structurally modified A-site, A-B-site, and B-site of BST catalysts that related electronic structure, point defects, and photocatalytic decolorization of methylene blue. The starting solution (50 mL) contained the (Ba + Sr) metallic and Ti metallic, at (Ba + Sr)/Ti ratio that was 1, whereas the ratio of Ba/Sr is equal to 0.5.
The BST and all structurally modified BST catalysts were synthesized by mean of sol-gel process. Barium hydroxide octahydrate, strontium nitrate, and A-site modified precursor were dissolved in deionized water. For B-site and A-Bsite modified BST catalysts, their modified precursors were dissolved in ethanol solvent. The solution was stirred for one hour at mild heating in order to completely dissolve all metallic precursors. The solution was left to stir at room temperature for 2 h, and then titanium (IV) isopropoxide was added drop wise and continuously stirred until appearing white precipitates. The solution was then stirred overnight at room temperature in order to complete mixing. The solution was washed three times in methanol, and as-synthesized BST powder was dried in the oven at 110 ∘ C and finally calcined in stagnant air at 750 ∘ C for 5 hours.
Material Characterizations.
All samples characterizations were examined at room temperature. The catalysts were characterized by XRD, XPS, PL, UV-Vis, and EPR. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) was examined by SEIMENS D5000 with CuK and Ni filter. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was measured by AMICUS using MgK X-ray source. The C 1s was used as the reference peak at 285.0 eV. The PL measurement was performed by using Perkin Elmer LS 55 and the PL spectra were excited by Xenon lamp at 325 nm. The ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) was evaluated with VARIAN CARY 5000 instrument. The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was determined by JEOL model JES-RE2X with the use of DPPH for -value ( = 2.0036) calibration. 
Results and Discussions
The XRD patterns of all Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 TiO 3 (BST) catalysts which were treated in stagnant air at 750 ∘ C for 5 hours are illustrated in Figure 1 . The diffraction peaks of BST, A-B-BST, and B-BST catalysts presented the cubic structural of BST crystalline which referred to Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) number 39-1395 while the A-BST catalyst appeared as a slightly asymmetrical diffraction peak of (200) located in the range of 44-47 ∘ resulting in the occurrence of the tetragonal structure. The tetragonality (c/a ratio) of the A-BST catalyst was 1.004. The diffraction peaks that shifted from the BST one can be implying the partial substitution of metal-dopant occurring in Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 TiO 3 structure. The ionic radii of metal-doped BST moderately affected the lattice parameter, whereas there was an insignificant difference in crystallite size, as per the results that were provided in The cubic phase was calculated from Bragg's law using the diffraction peaks of (110) so the tetragonal phase uses the diffraction peaks of (110) and (111). Binding energy (eV) [19, 20] . The surface atomic percentage of Ti 2p is provided in Table 2 .
B-BST A-B-BST
The surface atomic percentage of Ti 4+ in BST increased in the order of A-BST > BST > A-B-BST > B-BST. This result agreed well with the EPR result, as shown in Figure 3 . It can be clearly seen that the BST catalyst presented the highest intensity of a symmetric signal of -value about 2.004. The intensity of -value of A-B-BST, B-BST, and BST catalysts was more than that of A-BST catalyst. The occurrence of Ti 3+ species in structure implied that the free electron/hole may be transferred in the lattice and may have formed the oxygen chemisorption species. The deconvolution of O 1s is represented in Figure 2(b) . The first species demonstrated at ca. 528.7 and 529.8 eV [26] [27] [28] can be attributed to the lattice oxygen (O L or O 2− ). Secondly, the chemisorbed oxygen (O C or O 2− ) appeared at 531.4 and 532.4 eV [26, 27] . For the last one, the oxygen in hydroxyl radical (O OH • ) was observed at 533.5 eV [27] . In order to maintain electroneutrality of partial Ba 2+ /Sr 2+ substituted by Na + in lattice, the charges compensated either by the hole formation (1) and/or by the creation of oxygen vacancy (2) are given below:
whereas
The result revealed that the partial incorporation of [Na Ba/Sr ] did not only improve the amount of Ti 4+ in crystalline by Ti 3+ oxidation as in (4) but also enhance the reduction of the chemisorbed oxygen to the lattice oxygen as in (5) . Consider
The partial substitution of Ti 4+ by C 4+ species in the crystalline did not require the charge compensation. However, some oxide species appeared to lose oxygen and became nonstoichiometric defect in the sense of oxygen-deficiency when heated in atmosphere such as air: TiO 2 is an example. This result shows a slightly changed surface concentration of O 1s. In addition, free electron occurring as a result of nonstoichiometric defect can form the partial reduction of Ti 4+ to Ti 3+ specie. However, the partial incorporation of [Na Ba/Sr ] and [C Ti ] in BST lattice plays an essential role in promoting the oxidation of the lattice oxygen to the chemisorbed oxygen. According to this result, it can be suggested that the lattice oxygen may partially capture holes leading to increasing of the chemisorbed oxygen in crystalline. The chemisorption of oxygen species is important in photocatalysis for water purification [15] .
The disordered structure appears as a vacancy defect that can produce electron and hole charge compensation within band gap. Generally, the band gap of titanate-perovskite is different in energy level between O 2p orbitals in valence band and Ti 3d orbitals in conduction band. The possible model of radiative transitions of BST is proposed in Figure 4 .
Electrons are excited from valence band maximum (VB max ) to the conduction band minimum (CB min ) by light/photon emissions. During the excitation ca. 3.82 eV at room temperature, an excited electron can decay either radiatively by emitting a photon or nonradiatively by its transforming excitation energy entirely into heat or phonon [29] . In general, the luminescence energy is lower than the optical absorption energy on account of the thermalization of phonon emissions that is called a Stokes shift [30, 31] . As a result in Table 3 , the nonradiative energy of structurally modified BST catalysts was higher than the BST one. A large Stokes shift implied the promoting nonradiative decay and the strong electron-lattice interaction [32, 33] .
If such photons have energy higher than band gap, they can be reabsorbed and promoted another electron to the conduction band. Consequently, this stimulus energy induced localization and delocalization process; photon energy is emitted. The photon emissions are determined by the crystal color or color centers as shown in PL behaviors as depicted in Figure 5 . The deconvolution of PL spectra for BST and structural modified BST catalysts is given in Figure 5(b) and Table 3 . The first peak in range of 3.0-3.1 eV is attributed to indirect band gap energy. This result is in well agreement with UV-Vis result, as illustrated in Figure 6 . Figure 6 demonstrates the absorbance spectra of all BST catalysts that substantially decreased in wavelength ca. 370 nm or in photon energy about 3.1 eV. As a result, the structurally modified BST catalysts slightly reduced the indirect band gap values, as contained in Table 3 . The second peak around 2.95 eV was assigned to the electron transferring in TiO 6 , causing the oxygen vacancies [V O ] in the structure [34, 35] . The occurrence of charge compensation processes as a result imbalances charge transfer leading to difference in Advances in Optical Technologies PL intensity [13] . The PL intensity is dependent on electron deficient in TiO 6 clusters in order of A-B-BST ≈ A-BST > BST > B-BST. The partial Na + substitution into A-site [Na Ba/Sr ] of BST is deficient in an electron; for example, the deficiency may be viewed as hole that is weakly bound to the impurity atom. The [Na Ba/Sr ] acted as an acceptor impurity that located within the band gap. The acceptor state of [Na Ba/Sr ] is capable of accepting electron from conduction band, leaving behind a hole [36] . The partial substitution of C 4+ in Ti 4+ , [C Ti ] [17] can suppress the electron movement in O=C=O bond, thus decreasing the electron transfer in B-BST. The oxygen vacancy site acts as an electron donor that can generate electron-hole and simultaneous recombination [37] .
The oxygen vacancies could be induced by network structure randomly mixed [BO 5 • ] is illustrated at 2.80 and 2.55 eV, respectively. Two oxygen vacancy sites are generally exhibited at the positions below conduction band approximately 0.3 eV and 3 meV, respectively [37] . At 2.33 eV, this peak is attributed to the charge-transfer vibronic excitons (CTVE) of Ti-O-Ti bonds [39, 40] . This result agreed well with energy migration arising from [V O ] in bulk SrTiO 3 that occurs below the conduction band ca. 0.69 eV [41] . Moreover, the intensity of PL emissions depends on the interaction of complex clusters [35] and number of vacancy sites [14] . The decrease of PL spectra represented that the recombination of oxygen vacancies was in the sequence of A-B-BST ≈ A-BST > B-BST > BST. It is implied that the structurally modified BST structure can suppress the oxygen vacancies recombination. that the electron-transfer in TiO 6 and the chemisorbed oxygen species were highly significant for photocatalyst decolorization of methylene blue. The A-B-BST and A-BST catalysts were more intense in electron-transfer in TiO 6 (see Figure 5 (a)), whereas the chemisorbed oxygen species of A-B-BST was higher than that of A-BST; thus A-B-BST is exhibiting the highest photocatalyst activity. Moreover, the oxygen vacancies recombination of BST catalyst was higher than that of structurally modified BST one (see Figure 5 (a)), resulting in less decolorization of methylene blue. Furthermore, the B-BST catalyst was lower photodegradation of methylene blue since the strong interaction of C-O covalent bond suppresses the electron-transfer in TiO 6 [17] .
Conclusions
The A-site, A-B-site, and B-site structural modification of Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 TiO 3 catalysts were investigated. The partial substitution of metal-dopant into BST catalyst was confirmed by the shifting of XRD patterns, thus varying the lattice parameter. The lattice vibration due to the structural modified BST catalysts can increase the nonradiation energy such as phonon energy. The partial incorporation of metal-dopant was significant species of Ti and O in order to maintain charge neutrality in BST structure. However, the indirect band gap energy of structurally modified BST was slightly lower than that of BST. Moreover, the BST catalyst shows more intensity of oxygen vacancies recombination process in PL spectra than ones, thus reducing photocatalytic degradation of methylene blue. The photobleaching activity of methylene blue depends on both the electron-transfer in TiO 6 and the chemisorbed oxygen species. The A-B-BST catalyst was given the highest photocatalytic decolorization of methylene blue, while the B-BST gave the lowest activity due to the strong interaction of C=O bond in TiO 6 .
